
Welcome to the MCB Virtual Office Hours, we will begin at 2pm EST!

Please submit questions by selecting the Q&A icon available to you on WebEx, and please 

set the ‘Ask’ option to ‘All Panelists’

For previous Office Hours presentations go to: mcbblog.nsfbio.com/office-hours/

Division of 
Molecular and Cellular Biosciences (MCB)

Virtual Office Hours



Submit your 
questions via the 
Q&A icon on your 
screen and set 
the Ask option to 
“All Panelists”

MCB Virtual Office Hour
Question and Answers Session:

Select the “Q&A” icon on the 
bottom of your screen 

Select “All Panelists” and 
enter questions in box

- For specific questions about your project,
please contact a Program Director 



• Cellular Dynamics and Function

• Genetic Mechanisms

• Molecular Biophysics

• Systems and Synthetic Biology

Molecular and Cellular Biosciences 
(MCB)

Supports quantitative, predictive and theory-driven research to 
understand complex living systems at the molecular, subcellular, 
and cellular levels

Credit:  Diana Chu, San Francisco State Univ

Credit:  Beckman Institute for Advanced 
Science and Technology

https://www.nsf.gov/funding/programs.jsp?org=MCB

https://www.nsf.gov/funding/programs.jsp?org=MCB
https://www.nsf.gov/funding/programs.jsp?org=MCB


The cluster seeks theory-driven investigations of diverse cellular and subcellular systems. Research proposals are 
encouraged that use multidisciplinary physical, chemical, mathematical and computational approaches to provide novel 
techniques and integrative insight into fundamental cellular functions. Innovative proposals using plants, microbes, and 
nontraditional model species are encouraged. Proposals that rely heavily on descriptive approaches are given lower 
priority.

The cluster encourages proposals in the following areas:
• Predictive understanding of the behavior of living cells through integration of modeling and experimentation.
• Evolutionary approaches to understanding the rules governing cellular functions.
• Integration of function with emerging cellular properties across broad spatiotemporal scales, including ideas that 

consider cellular organization from the standpoint of soft condensed matter.

National Science Foundation

Cellular Dynamics and Function

Name Email Phone Room

Charles Cunningham chacunni@nsf.gov (703) 292-2283 E12479 

Steven Clouse sclouse@nsf.gov (703) 292-8440 Offsite 

Rita Miller rimiller@nsf.gov (703) 292-2918 E12416 

Richard J. Cyr rcyr@nsf.gov (703) 292-8400 Offsite 



The cluster supports inventive studies investigating fundamental mechanisms of evolution, organization, dynamics, and utilization 
of genetic information. Projects that employ theoretical, computational, and experimental approaches to integrate structural, 
biochemical, genetic, and "-omic" data are encouraged, particularly to discover rules explaining the maintenance and expression of 
genomes. Interdisciplinary research is encouraged, as is development and use of innovative in vivo and in vitro technical and 
computational approaches to address compelling questions.

Funding priority is given to proposals that employ quantitative frameworks, and promise significant advances and high impact in the 
following areas:
• Chromatin- and RNA-mediated regulatory mechanisms.
• Dynamics & spatiotemporal coordination of genome replication, DNA repair, chromatin modification, transcription, and translation
• Origin and evolution of genetic polymers, including DNA, RNA and proteins.

National Science Foundation

Genetic Mechanisms

Name Email Phone Room

Manju Hingorani mhingora@nsf.gov (703) 292-7323 E12469 

Karen C. Cone kccone@nsf.gov (703) 292-4967 E12477 

C. Phoebe Lostroh clostroh@nsf.gov (703) 292-7145 E12474 

Steve DiFazio sdifazio@nsf.gov (703) 292-4517 E12472

Arcady Mushegian mcb-gm@nsf.gov (703) 292-8440 On Professional Leave 



The cluster supports fundamental research into the interplay between structure, dynamics and function of biomolecules. Research 
projects with the goal of establishing the fundamental principles of biomolecular interactions, regulation of biological function at the 
molecular level, or using these principles to design new functions are of interest to the cluster. Theory-driven, predictive and verifiable 
investigations that utilize robust experimental and computational approaches in a synergistic fashion receive the highest priority. The 
cluster encourages studies under physiological conditions or those that mimic the native physiological environment, as well as research 
at the interface of biological sciences with the physical, chemical, mathematical and engineering sciences. Proposals involving 
mechanistic biochemistry or the study of systems from which broad biophysical principles cannot be derived are given lower priority.

Proposals in the following areas are particularly encouraged:
• Large scale computations that incorporate constraints obtained from a variety of experimental techniques.
• Methodological developments that inform biomolecular dynamics on multiple time- and length-scales in order to decipher their role 

in molecular recognition and function.
• Determination of the structure and interactions of very large bio-relevant assemblies in atomic or molecular detail.

Name Email Phone Room

Wilson Francisco wfrancis@nsf.gov (703) 292-7856 E12481 

Engin Serpersu eserpers@nsf.gov (703) 292-7124 E12471 

Jaroslaw (Jarek) Majewski jmajewsk@nsf.gov (703) 292-7278 E12463 

Marcia Newcomer mnewcome@nsf.gov (703) 292-4778 E12476 

National Science Foundation

Molecular Biophysics



The cluster supports proposals that use the tools of systems and synthetic biology for a comprehensive understanding of 
complex interactions within biological systems across different scales. Proposals using experimental and computational 
approaches in a synergistic fashion are a high priority. The cluster seeks proposals using tractable established or emerging 
model systems that focus on:  regulatory and metabolic network dynamics; fundamental rules governing complex behavior; 
and microbial communities and their interactions.

The cluster encourages proposals in the following areas:
• Mechanistic modeling of regulatory, signaling, and metabolic networks and the interactions among networks.
• The origins of life, the minimal cell and emerging behaviors of complex interactions.
• Novel experimental and computational tool development, including those that facilitate exploration and discovery of 

fundamental molecular scale mechanisms.
• Molecular to system-wide scale rules of assembly and function in natural or synthetic microbial communities and symbiotic 

partnerships.

National Science Foundation

Systems and Synthetic Biology

Name Email Phone Room

David A. Rockcliffe drockcli@nsf.gov (703) 292-7123 E12473 

Elebeoba (Chi-Chi) May emay@nsf.gov (703) 292-2100 E12468 

Alias Smith alismith@nsf.gov (703) 292-8367 E12416 

Anthony Garza agarza@nsf.gov (315) 254-1114 Offsite

Michael Weinreich mweinrei@nsf.gov (703) 292-7582 Offsite



MCB Virtual Office Hour
Today’s Topics

• Contacting your Program Director

o Why?  

o How?  Email a one-pager.

o What to include in a one-pager?

• Open question and answer session



Why Contact a Program Director?

• To introduce yourself, your research program, 
and a specific project idea

• To seek guidance on the fit of your project idea 
within/across NSF programs

• To ask specific questions about the NSF 
proposal submission and review process



Before You Contact A Program Director

Do your homework
• Peruse the NSF website (www.nsf.gov) to try and 

identify the most appropriate Program and Program 
Director

• Read info on Division websites to learn about the  
scientific priorities of specific programs

• Read relevant solicitations (e.g., NSF 18-585 for MCB)
• If you have never submitted to NSF before, skim the 

intro chapter of the Proposal & Award Policies & 
Procedures Guide (PAPPG); NSF 20-1

http://www.nsf.gov/
https://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?ods_key=pappg


Introducing Yourself

In the body of the email message:

• Provide a brief introduction to yourself

o Current position and institution

o General area of research interest

o Educational/broader impact interests

o Whether you have submitted a proposal to NSF (or any 
agency) previously

o A link to your institutional or personal webpage

(include links of relevant investigators if collaborative project)



Submit your questions via the chat/message box on your screen !

Seeking Guidance

More for the body of the email:

• State what kind of advice you are seeking

o Program fit

- Explain why you think this may be the 
right program

- Present alternatives you are considering

o Type of proposal to submit, e.g., CAREER, 
RUI, other

• Ask any other specific questions



Introducing Your Research

In the attachment:
• Put your name on the first line!

• Describe your research idea

o Brief intro to the field

o Current state of knowledge and important gaps in 
understanding

o Critical questions and hypotheses

o Overview of plans to address hypotheses

o Expected outcomes

o Anticipated impact - how outcomes will advance the field



More for the attachment

Also:

• Highlight, as appropriate

o Potentially innovative or transformative elements

o Interdisciplinary aspects of the research

• Briefly outline your broader impacts plan

o Need resources? 
o https://www.researchinsociety.org/guiding-principles

https://www.researchinsociety.org/guiding-principles


Do’s and Don’ts

Do Don’t
Present relevant info on current state 
of the field

Waste half a page on general 
knowledge

Highlight overarching hypotheses and 
tightly focused specific aims

Bury the core goals and strengths of 
the project in dense text

Provide an overview of planned 
approaches or experiments

Get bogged down in experimental 
details

Explain your motivation, especially if 
the research is health related

Propose research that is disease-
motivated

Write clearly and avoid technical 
jargon

Make the font too small; it’s OK if your 
“one-pager” goes a bit over



What Program Directors Do With Your Query

• Acknowledge receipt of your note, ideally  
within timeframe for useful feedback

• Behind the scenes, we may:
o Discuss the idea with colleagues within the program

o Shop the idea to other programs if it is not a good 
fit for ours

- Other programs in MCB and/or BIO and/or other 
NSF directorates

- Outside NSF



What You Should Expect in Response

Program Director Follow-up
• Feedback in an email message

o If your project is a fit for the program

- Encouragement to submit a proposal

- Specific advice

- Invitation to schedule a phone conversation

o If it is not a fit for the program

- Advice on other programs to consider

- Name of cognizant Program Director



What If You Don’t Get a Response

DO:

• Follow up if you 
don’t hear back 
in a week or so

DON’T:

• Assume we don’t 
care (we get a lot 
of email)



Get to know your Program Directors! 
We are here to help!



Submit your 
questions via the 
Q&A icon on your 
screen and set 
the Ask option to 
“All Panelists”

MCB Virtual Office Hour
Question and Answers Session:

Select the “Q&A” icon on the 
bottom of your screen 

Select “All Panelists” and 
enter questions in box

- For specific questions about your project,
please contact a Program Director 



Next MCB Virtual Office Hour:  

Mar 11, 2-3 pm EST  

Topic:  To be announced 

MCB Virtual Office Hour


